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Hello again members! As I mentioned in the cliffhanger for this essay, there has been a running dialogue in 
my head since the beginning of the CSA about how best to share the details of what has felt like our hardest 
farming season to date. This is a major statement considering we have more knowledge, experience, a 
talented crew, supportive family, customers, and more.  I was lucky to be able to sit and collect my 
thoughts for this extended behind-the-scenes essay on this farming season, due mostly to the wonderful 
caretaking of our five-month old Cecily by Chris’ parents Craig and Judy (the latter whom is also a great 
editor and sounding board!) I didn’t holding back because with farming more than any other profession, the 
devil is in the details. 
  
Complexity can beget negative cycling 
If you’ve ever gotten to know a farmer, it’s common to hear a conversation begin or end with the 
acknowledgement, “It’s always something.” Especially when talking to other farmers it’s almost 
impossible not to dive right into a gripe session about this or that particular challenge; the work is just too 
difficult and commiseration can be necessary therapy. I can sum up the beginning of this season by saying 
enough of the variables swung into the negative category to make for a really challenging set of crops that 
weren’t as robust, productive and beautiful as we are accustomed to. 
  
Farming is one of the most challenging livelihoods because the item produced for sale is borne out of 
living, dynamic systems that are constantly changing and are often unpredictable. At every stage a seedling 
must contend with a variety of dynamic factors- weather, soil, pests and disease, weed competition, and 
proper handling once the plant is plucked from its home in the soil. 
  
It all starts with the seed or seedling 
We, and Chris in particular, have always taken pride in our skill at growing healthy seedlings- i.e. any plant 
that begins its life germinated in the greenhouses to get transplanted into the field- lettuce heads, chard, 
kale, broccoli, cabbage, etc. This is in comparison to a plant that is directly seeded in the soil, or direct-
seeded crops like carrots, beets, radish or spinach. We have used the same soil mix for eight years, 
tweaking it several times to get the perfect balance of fertility, drainage and moisture retention. A healthy 
transplant is more robust against transplant shock, and many contend better with pests or ward off disease. 
  
This season we saw incredible variability in the soil mix- some flats of plants were normal but most grew 
irregularly or had poor germination. It takes on average 5-8 days to germinate a seed, then several more to 
grow large enough for us to rightly observe patterns. It may be weeks into the plant’s life before a problem 
has to be diagnosed and fixed, and often that requires re-seeding. Chris sent away for pH meters, he talked 
to the soil company Pro-Gro in Wilsonville, the separate supplier of the compost (Recology- which 
composts all of municipal Portland’s organic waste) to see if there were chemical residues or “hot spots” of 
un-decomposed material that can kill germinating seeds. Without going into too much detail, none of these 
lines of inquiry led to any useful or definitive conclusions. 
  
In the meantime we had to keep seeding plants for the CSA and for starts, sometimes 100 flats a week. To 
help ensure future healthy plants, we bought bag upon bag of expensive organic soil mix that required 
several runs to local nurseries, all the while doing experiments to diagnose the original problem. Many flats 
were re-seeded and other plants while alive did not thrive once planted in the fields. This early season 
problem was also right around the time we had our baby, Cecily. Chris and I had put so much effort into 
finalizing our crop plan and seed list, lining up early-season supplies, finishing hiring, and much more early 
season logistics, that to be trouble-shooting one of the most fundamental starting points for growing healthy 
plants- a healthy fertile growing medium- was fairly agonizing.    
  



                                          

                
                        Scouting with newborn Cecily..................Now 4 1/2 months old! 
 
Spring Weather on our Unique Farm 
The ease with which we are able to start off the CSA season with an ideal diversity has in large part to do 
with the number of rain events (both in terms of duration and level of severity) from February through 
May. Our farm soil is primarily comprised of silty clay loam, which is fertile, retains moisture well, but 
surely does NOT dry out quickly. In order to be good stewards of the soil, most of our land is cover-
cropped over the winter, with small sections left to bare soil- we rely on these to dry out quickly for early 
CSA plantings. We learned over the years this is absolute necessary for a June starting CSA that has key 
bread-and-butter crops that are longer maturing- carrots, beets, peas, early transplants of kale, chard, 
broccoli, parsley and more. While we had some nice periods of sun, we did not get the normal late 
February or early March periods of dry-out that we have been accustomed to. Chris found small windows 
for carrots and beets (see below for more on those), but other plantings went in late or were planted with 
improvised methods (i.e. more labor, more expense, un-reliable results). 
 



                                      
                                Limited dry soil meant low-till experiment with early chard and kale 
  
Pests, Disease & Wonky One-offs 
Organic farming in particular is in a constant dance with insects and living pathogens in the form of fungus, 
bacteria and disease. These can be huge hurdles, even with perfectly timed cultural practices like placement 
of row-cover or strategic spraying of organic pesticides. Sometimes there are no effective controls, 
sometimes a pest appears in greater numbers than previously experienced. No matter what, the main 
challenge is that you often can’t foresee the pest issue and may have to contend with a crop loss first and 
only later respond with a management strategy. 
  
Abbreviated list of crops and some of their challenges: 
Carrots- Difficult but usually a slam dunk due to Chris’ skill- seeded three times due to an unusual amount 
of slug pressure (even though we spread copious amounts of sluggo as per usual) and a particularly heavy 
and long-lasting deluge during week one of germination that rotted the seeds. 
 

                                            
                                 Second carrot plot/first healthy planting (Chris' fourth sowing) 



  
Beets- Poor germination, we’re still not sure why, leading to re-seeding and a later harvest than normal. 
  
Spinach, beet green, lettuces- Record numbers of spotted cucumber beetles that are attracted to the 
chenopodia family and love anything lime green in color (especially yellow and white chard, and green 
butter lettuce).  We are experimenting with industrial yellow sticky tape made to attract agricultural pests. 
Row cover has been used copiously when practical for the crop. 

            
                                      Spotted cuc beetle on spinach, damage on Swiss chard 
  
First planting of summer squash and winter squash- Record numbers of striped cucumber beetles have 
nearly eaten these baby seedlings to their death. Chris has had to spot spray some baby summer squash 
plants over five times. Every year these bugs descend just perfectly timed with summer squash planting, 
but often the numbers are manageable and don’t require spraying, let alone with such frequency. We also 
hypothesize that a change in the growing medium allowed by Oregon Tilth, also got these plants off to a 
difficult start. Rather than being in biodegradable earthpots, which helps prevent transplant shock, the 
squash plants grew in regular soil mix. Weaker plants are less resilient and can attract more pests. 
  
Kale, radish tops, arugula, turnip greens- As usual damaged by our most difficult to control pest- the flea 
beetle. You may remember from earlier newsletters, these have no natural predators (we’ve heard rumors 
of predatory nematodes for the larvae, but this management strategy is hard to do effectively) and are so 
small, copious and ravenous that even row cover does not completely exclude the pest. Larger-leaved 
plants like kale can suffer flea beetles once established, but they take a great cosmetic toll. 
  
Crops that were seeded that never made it into shares: 
Spring salad turnips- damaged beyond acceptable harvest standards by flea beetles and turnip maggot. 
  
First rounds of broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower- These plants suffered the funky soil mix, and never grew 
robustly, producing tiny if any heads. Discovery of the dreaded symphylan (related to centipedes and 
millipedes), which are very difficult to control and eliminate once they appear, explained some erratic 
growth patterns. We began to see this pest in other fields over the past two years, but never in this 
particular location. 



      
                                          Notice the variable growth pattern from symphylans 
 
 

                               
                                                             Healthy brassica crop comparison 
 
Peas- As close as it gets to a universally loved vegetable with a very finite seasonal window! We all look 
forward to spring peas and they are a central part of our early-season crop plan. Oh, how the whole crew 
lamented the peas this year! The crop was looking great for weeks-germination was uniform, thick and on-
time. Fertilizing and trellising soon followed and then we began to see big patches of yellowing and slow 
growth. After much digging around, observing and research by Chris, his conclusion is that they fell prone 
to pythium, a fungus that rots the crop at it’s stem. Thus, the small harvests only made it to our regular 
share CSA members. The summer pace has been so fast that we haven’t yet developed a management plan 
for this issue but, needless to say, we were taken by surprise by this new problem. 
 



                                          
                               Beautiful peas before the decline (and yes that's a spatula with Sally's pita!) 
 
Crops that were unusually damaged but we spent extra time harvesting for cosmetically-acceptable items:  
Swiss chard, spinach (second and third crops) 
  
Crops with wonky circumstances 
         First round of cucumbers, fourth round of cilantro, third round of lettuce-An unusual growth 
pattern boggled our minds for a period. A section of say 5 bed feet would look healthy and perfect, then the 
rest were small, stunted and barely growing. Looking down a bed of 100 feet the crop would look like 
waves undulating with irregular growth. After much digging by Chris, his conclusion is that the poplar 
trees a good 100 feet away on the border of the field are growing into the edge beds of the plot, their robust 
roots taking moisture and nutrients. The first lessons, especially with something so unexpected, are always 
the hardest. 
  
Diversity- the double-edged sword 
It is our great hope that your shares have been tasty, nutritious, sometimes exciting and above all satisfying 
as an overall experience. I feel it’s a testament to our experience and skill that despite many of the 
challenges above, the CSA has gone as well as it has for the first eight weeks; everyone on the farm feels 
we’ve turned a production corner with more bounty and consistency every week. All of us on the farm eat 
the food we grow and we have enjoyed eating many of the crops, but we also know how hard-won some 
have been and we are very appreciative of what the farm has provided despite the challenges. Each share 
we open has that complex story attached, with our crew having tended something with maybe as much as 
eight different actions along the way. 



              
 
Since we have been doing this for nine years and have seen everything on the spectrum of crop health- 
from a miserable bug eaten turnip, to a gorgeous, perfect head of broccoli, we have high standards for our 
produce. But we are also keenly aware of how difficult it is to hit that ideal for every single crop at every 
planting for over forty diverse crops. Because direct market farming requires a large diversity of annual 
crops, there is always produce for CSA shares, but I think we were taken by surprise at how hard it felt to 
build truly excellent shares this season. We know that each year there will be unexpected challenges, new 
or more pests, some new disease, or an extreme or unusual weather event, but usually our work ethic and 
experience can overcome the tide. 
  
Such is the farming life that when enough variables swing into the negative category and reinforce each 
other, it can feel like an adversarial relationship with nature instead of an artful coaxing that is farming at 
its most beautiful and satisfying.   
  
In the CSA Spirit 
I have built, managed, tweaked, and labored over the CSA for long enough to know that I am speaking to a 
diversity of members. Some of you (who I know have small kids or run their own businesses are probably 
too busy to read this soliloquy!) have been with us since the very first season in 2008 when we started in 
August with just five shares and ended in October with twenty.  Others are joining us for the first time and 
may only stay one season. Every year is a mix of both and that for all participation means something is 
gained in terms of education, nutrition and exposure to new vegetables. Some seek a CSA as a produce-
delivery system with the added convenience of a pre-packed share and vegetables chosen by the farmer, 
with some new recipes to boot. Others are committed to our particular farm for the long-term personal 
relationship with us as people and to support ethical, sustainable growing practices with the end goal of a 
healthy community with a robust food system at its heart. While still others may be committed to the CSA 
model and are trying to find which farm best fits their expectation, values, and approach to eating. 
  
In contemplating the diverse membership with the challenges of this season, we know that while doing a 
CSA as large as ours, it’s as important as ever to attempt each week to create a share that is diverse, 
nutritious, a fair value and something that “eats well” once in your kitchen.  But perhaps in the future as we 
grow a family, face the realities of some of our farm’s unique challenges, and seek out a sustainable quality 
of life, the CSA model as we’ve conceived it thus far may need to evolve and change. 
  
What remains true is that the CSA membership has formed the heart and base of our farm, from the 
business nuts and bolts of early-season capital, to a model that can set a baseline for production economy of 
scale, to the community of people that we have come to know over the years that has shared words of 
encouragement, praise, support and best of all, delight with their experience of eating what we grow! I 
know for me the ability to share the details of this season, and my own personal contemplations, with a 
group of members who are part of our farm this year is incredibly valuable and an important part of how I 
conceive of the CSA model. For those of you who are still here reading, I hope it is for you as well. As 



 

always we welcome feedback of any kind on the CSA, and hopefully after reading some of these details, 
your experience with the CSA will take on an added dimension. 
 

                                                        
                                                         Jacqueline and Cecily, MIG CSA lifers 
	  


